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Chapter 1 : Sacred Gold / Storm Silver Documentation - Sacred Gold / Storm Silver Documentation
Summary Sacred Gold and Storm Silver are the fourth set of hacks/edits I've done now; others you might be familiar
with are PokÃ©mon Fire Red Omega, PokÃ©mon Spirit Gold, and for those of you native to GBAtemp, PokÃ©mon
Blaze Black and Volt White.

Compared to Spirit Gold, Sacred Gold and Storm Silver are full of new scripted events and other aesthetic
changes to make it both full of content and a pleasure to look at. Changes to the Games While the base of the
game is the same e. Legendaries are somewhat restricted, but otherwise you can build your team with pretty
much anything you want. There are some minor changes in Wild encounters between Sacred Gold and Storm
Silver, but all are available in both. Gym Leaders and other important trainers in particular have received a
large boost to their difficulty, so get ready to take on some hard fights! A small amount of attack moves have
also been edited. Edits to evolutions mean Sacred Gold and Storm Silver are self-contained i. Leafeon,
Glaceon, Magneton, Nosepass On that note, some things have been changed just to make things in the game a
lot more convenient. Examples include an EXP Share available in Violet City, the removal of most
unnecessary Cut trees and other annoying HM moments, and the addition of buyable evolution stones to some
of the shops around the regions. Coins can also now be purchased from the Goldenrod Game Corner. A wide
variety of scripted events have been both added and edited. Yes, you read that right. They even have a move
ordinarily learned by TM, or not at all! Some small aesthetical edits have been made, e. Some DP trainers also
make an appearance, though this was a late feature and has yet to be fully fleshed out due to time constraints.
Might be something to focus on in a later release. The game has had a variety of blockades added to it to
increase the linearity of the story. Screenshots of the Changes Open the spoiler tag below to see a variety of
screenshots from different points in the game For the Steven trainer sprite added to the game. Jhon of
Romulation: For speeding quite fast through the game and informing me of bugs on the initial releases. Other
tools included the ever trusty crystaltile2, some moments from Cygnus Hex Editor, and the use of programs
such as Tile Molester for the one bit of sprite work I did. A strikeout example represents that the bug has been
fixed and will be eliminated in the next version release. Lowers the levels a tiny bit, though Also adds Bulk
Up Kingler. This changes the flag setting to ALWAYS occur, but for people who are ahead, do not wish to
restart their save files and are finding themselves unable to get Surf due to a dance theater blockade, download
this version and head to Olivine Pokemon Center and talk to a woman with blue hair to sort your problems
out. If you are starting a New Game, then I would update to this version. If you are on 1. Additionally some
small documentation changes have been added since I forgot to list a couple items. The rival coming out of the
gym would initially freeze the game. Some extra bits added to to the documents. The Complete version
includes every single change I have made to the game.
Chapter 2 : Sacred FAQs, Walkthroughs, and Guides for PC - GameFAQs
Search this site. Sacred Gold / Storm Silver Documentation.

Chapter 3 : HeartGold hack: Sacred Gold Revamped!!!!!!! - The PokÃ©Community Forums
This document exists as a reference guide to the changes made to PokÃ©mon within Sacred Gold and Storm Silver. All
changes (bar Evolutions, which have their own document) are listed in here, including changes to abilities, level-up
moves, stats, types and others.

Chapter 4 : PokÃ©mon Sacred Gold & Storm Silver - UPNetwork
For Pokemon X on the 3DS, a GameFAQs message board topic titled "Pokemon Sacred Gold/Storm Silver".
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Chapter 5 : Pokemon SacredGold and StormSilver | Hacked Games Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Edit Article How to Play PokÃ©mon Sacred Gold and Storm Silver. PokÃ©mon Sacred Gold and Storm Silver are
fan-made PokÃ©mon games that are hacks of PokÃ©mon HeartGold and SoulSilver.

Chapter 6 : Sacred Gold Cheats and Cheat Codes, PC
PokÃ©mon Sacred Gold Nuzlocke - Episode 1 The Adventure Begins. MunchingOrange's Nuzlocke play through of
Sacred Gold. Download Edit. The made-up cover of Pokemon Storm Silver.

Chapter 7 : Pokemon Storm Silver/Sacred Gold Guide: Hoenn Starter | Doovi
For those of you that have not heard about sacred gold, its a hack of Pokemon heart gold, mainly its aim was to
increase the difficulty of the game by editing every trainer/gym, while at the same time all Pokemon can be caught in the
wild.

Chapter 8 : PokÃ©mon Sacred Gold & Storm Silver | Page 59 | racedaydvl.com - The Independent Video G
If you're interested in playing Pokemon Sacred Gold or Pokemon Storm Silver, you can download the patches and
documentations below. The information within the documentations can be used to further this wiki, so feelfree to use
them.

Chapter 9 : Appendix:Gold and Silver walkthrough - Bulbapedia, the community-driven PokÃ©mon encyclo
sacred gold & storm silver This document is a reference guide to any changes made to evolution methods within Sacred
Gold & Storm Silver. Locations for the required evolution items can be found in the "Important Item Locations" document
which should also be in the same folder as this one.
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